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Indian American
Intellectuals Forum :

The unsung heroes
behind NaMo’s victory

Adv. Surendra Nathan [mr_msnathan@yahoo.com]

The last parliamentary election in India was not just
any other democratic exercise. To term the whole process
of year-long electioneering in the sub-continent called “India”,
generating unprecedented heat and dusts, as “an extraordinary
democratic exercise” is not sufficient. The term “historic” is
also a misnomer.

The just concluded electioneering process, involving
one fifth of human race inhabiting the earth, as well as the
massive victory by a single party at the national level defies
an appropriate term. However, to term the turn of events
as “a mindboggling phenomena” would be nearer to the
reality. At no point of time in the political history of the world,
had there been such a world-wide attention during India’s
last Parliamentary electioneering process, particularly in
the Christian world, where the evangelical interests vis-à-
vis Indian election process was of prime concern.

Having ruled the Hindu slaves of India by an uneducated
Christian woman, hailing from a fundamentalist Western
country, which is the nucleus centre of administering of proselytizing around the world, for over a decade the entire
Christian world wanted to ensure the continuity of “Her Majesty’s” rule in India. Thus, material accessed by Hindu
Voice reveals that the Western Christian Priests and evangelists have had regular meetings in Holland to chalk out
strategies to prevent Modi and BJP coming to power. One of the strategies adopted at these regular deliberations
was to brainwash the Hindu electorates through false and fabricated reportages in the media.

For this purpose the world-wide Christian organizations poured into India millions of dollars into the country’s
electronic and print media to deliberately denigrate and describe
Narendra Modi as “a mass murderer” and project the Christian
woman as an undisputed Queen for ruling the slaves of India.
Numerous documentaries were produced by the electronic
media in India with the money poured into their fold by the
Western Christian NGOs for showing this Christian woman
on par with Mother Teresa, depicting her as “Savior of poor of
India from starvation deaths”.

The international media ensured that all the reports concerning
India’s election was with a view of helping this Christian woman
winning the election. Thus, the India-based reporter of the
“New York Times”, one Gardiner Harris, a hard-core Christian
fundamentalist, took upon himself the responsibilities of brainwashing

the Hindu electorates. He dispatched from time to time totally false and fabricated reports to The New York Times,
describing Narendra Modi as “one of the most divisive politicians in the entire history of India”, “an unapologetic
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Hindu chauvinist having been accused of mass murder of Muslims”, “circulating fake video of Hindus being lynched
by Muslim mob”, etc. etc.

Likewise “The Economist” of London converted itself as an a Evangelical Weekly by carrying articles assassinating
the character of Narendra Modi and carrying totally vituperative and false tirades against BJP and its leaders. In
reaction to such tirade and unfounded vilification by the so-called elite publisher as “The Economist”, Ram Jethmalani,
the veteran Lawyer of India, wrote an article (Ref. Hindu Voice May 2014) in which he ridiculed the false propaganda
carried on by The Economist by stating, inter alia: “For reasons unknown, but full of sinister possibilities, the Economist
thought it appropriate to give unsolicited advice to the people of India about who they should elect as their leader.
Almost as if they were still the imperial power with complete authority to interfere in the election of their former
colony”.

It is in the aforesaid background of the entire Western Christian nations focusing their one-pointed attention to
implement their agenda of defeating BJP and Narendra Modi and ensuring the continuity of the Christian woman
ruling the salve Hindus, that one has to evaluate the gigantic work carried out by the nationalist NRI organizations
in the West. Out of all these NRI organizations, the Indian American Intellectuals Forum (IAIF), under the dynamic
leadership of New York based Shri Narain Kataria emerged as a major force to reckon with, which relentlessly
worked for nullifying the crude negative effects upon the Indian electorates on account of the false brainwashing
propaganda unleashed by the so-called elite publishers like the New York Times, The Economist, etc.

A year prior to the election date, Kataria worked round the clock to organize and sensitize the Indians of
America by his talk, T.V. interviews, articles, seminars, etc. by way of effectively utilizing the electronic/social media.
As a first step, Kataria send out the following message through the internet to scores of nationalist Indians around
the world: “Voice of India – Namo Namo! The bugle for Mahabharatha war has been blown. Entire India is waking up
very fast. There is an utter confusion in the ranks and files of Kauravas. Kauravas are on the run. Demorilization has
set in their ranks. Will be completely wiped out next year”.

I have received this message by E-mail from Kataria during the early part of the electioneering in India. I
understand that he has also sent out the message to scores of nationalist Indians around the world. It is indeed
heartening that in the ultimate analysis, what Kataria wished for; what he untiringly worked for; what the ideology he
stood for like a rock, have all indeed come to a reality with redounding success in India.

Living in Mumbai, I have had the thrill of watching on the YouTube various programs organized under the
leadership of Kataria and his dedicated team across the USA. Of all the programs arranged by him, the one which
would linger on in my mind is the one sponsored by IAIF involving the historic speeches of Yoga Guru Baba Ramdev
at New York along with Dr. Subramanian Swamy in the month of September 2013. The programme arranged at a
prominent Hotel in the heart of New York has had a telling effect upon all the Indians settled in the USA and the
Western world.

Baba Ramdev’s “Vande Mataram” call reverberated the huge hall of the Hotel which was attended to its full
capacity. The enthusiasm generated amongst the participants was palpable even by watching the programme on
the YouTube. The scene was akin to Swami Vivekananda’s call to awaken the Indians exactly at the same city of
New York in the same month of September in the year 1893.

Yet another memorable event organized by IAIF was the one stemming from the most insulting remarks spat
against Narendra Modi by Mani Shankar Aiyar, the bootlicking slave of the former Italian waitress to the effect: “A
place will be identified for the Gujarat Chief Minister to distribute tea
wherever Congress meetings take pace. ...... I throw up a challenge
that in 21st  century Narendra Modi will never become the Prime Minister
of the country....But if at all he wishes to distribute tea to Congress
leaders here, we shall find a pace for him”.

The aforesaid remarks was not only a personal attack on Narendra
Modi but an unprecedented event in the history of civilized dealings
amongst the political aspirants the world over and a mass-insults to the
citizens of such a large State as Gujarat. No sooner the news of the
insults appeared in the media, than Kataria woke up the entire members
of the IAIF and hurriedly adopted strategies to give a befitting reply to the insults. Thus, the programme called “Chai-
pe-Churcha” (Talks at Tea) was born.

The programme was organized in groups in the entire length and breadth of such a vast country as the USA.
It was very interesting and amusing so as to say that along with sipping tea a deeper message went down to the
inner being of every participant. The idea was to sensitize the members of IAIF of the dangers that India would be
facing in the event Congress under the leadership of this former Christian waitress, who has nothing but contempt
towards Hindus and Sanatan Dharma, along with her slave-minded coteries like Shankar Aiyar, comes to power.

The Chai-pe-Charcha turned out to be a mass movement across the USA amongst the NRIs, which was akin
to the Quit India movement organized under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. Thousands of Chai-Pe-Charchas
were held and Hawans were organized all over the USA to propitiate Gods and Goddesses and to invoke the
blessings of Lord Ganesha to remove all the obstacles on the path of BJP’s Prime Ministerial candidate Shri Narendra
Modi coming to power.

Again at no point of time in the history of electioneering anywhere in the world had there been such a massive
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flow of NRIs into India – over 10,000 from many parts of USA – for cheering up the electorates by personal contacts
in India. It has now been transpired that the idea of setting up a tea stall at Vadodara serving cups of hot free “NaMo”
tea at a tea-stall, named and styled as “Mani Shankar Aiyar Tea Stall” along with a life-size cut-out of Aiyar with a
garland of slippers was originated from a group of visiting American NRIs.

The members of the IAIF carried on what is now termed as “phone campaign”. Each one of them took upon
himself/herself as a duty to call up his/her relatives, friends and friends’ friends in India and implore them to vote
only for BJP/NaMo.

Ironically, however, while the India’s intellectuals living overseas worked for the unity and integrity of India by
way of ensuring the success of Narendra Modi, the so-called intellectuals living in India worked round the clock for
defeating Narendra Modi without rhyme or reasons and constantly worked against the unity and integrity of the
country. Thus, India’s first-rated “intellectual”, Amartya Sen, the Nobel Laureate, was living in India during the
electioneering period. He constantly attacked Narendra Mody and worked for promoting what he called “Third
Front” – an amalgam of small regional political parties and other splintered national parties in India. He refused to
recognize the mammoth mandate successively given to Modi by the citizens of Gujarat, his track records of developments
and total freedom of riots, corruptions, etc. from his State, etc. Sen also behaved like a stooge of Western power
and often carried with him a hidden agenda to propitiate his Western Christian Masters, totally blind to the realities
of the dire need of working for the unity and integrity of the country as a whole.

Yet another so-called intellect of India is U.R. Ananthamurthy, the Jnanpitha and Padma Bhusan Awardee.
Ananthamurthy posed an open challenge to Narendra Modi ever coming to
power and declared that the moment Modi comes to power he would leave
the country for good. It is quite amusing that while the Nobel Laureate Amartya
Sen left the country along with his Western Christian fundamentalist wife
(Georgina Rothschild) at the vote-counting period itself when he realized
about the spectacular victory of Modi, the poor Ananthamurthy could not
instantly leave the country as declared by him, although various organizations
in India had sent him and his wife (Esther, the Desi converted Christian) two
one-way tickets to Pakistan. He cited advancing age (85 years) and poor
health and remained in India, presently seeking round the clock police protection.

Yet another “intellectual” of India is Arundhati Roy, the Man Booker
Prize winner. This Christian woman worked for the disintegration of India by

overtly and covertly espousing the cause of Kashmiri separatists. Although married, this woman threw to the winds
all that family/social values and decency by periodically visiting the Kashmiri separatist leader, Geelani, at his
bungalow and living with him for giving moral support to him to carry on his, what she termed “Freedom Struggle
against India”. Roy was found often supporting the Islamic terrorists of India. Thus, when the Hon’ble Supreme
Court of India convicted the terrorist Mohamad Afzal for attacking Indian parliament, Roy sympathized with his
family and visited his house in Kashmir. She described Afzal before his hanging by the Indian law enforcing authorities
as “Prisoner of War”, and after his hanging as “Martyr”, etc. and whipped up the passion of Kashmiri separatists.

Incidentally, when Kashmir is being treated for all intends and purposes as an integral part of India for over six
decades, such a conduct by a citizen of India would happen only in India. Had this woman been a citizen of Saudi
Arabia or any other Islamic country such a conduct would have instantly attracted the punishment of beheading.

In a book titled “The Shape of the Beast – Conversations with Arundhati Roy” published by Penguin, one could
get a clear cut view that during the UPA regime under the leadership of the Christian woman, Roy went round the
Muslims world and gave T.V. Interviews, and made all out attempts to whip up the passion of Islamic fundamentalists
in those countries. At one such T.V. interview, Roy categorically stated that Mohd. Afzal was totally innocent even
after his conviction by the Hon’ble Supreme Court. At all such T.V. Interviews this woman made character assassination
of Narendra Modi as a “mass murderer of Muslims”, “sponsored Genocide of Muslims in Gujarat”, etc. etc. She
characterized BJP as “a Hindu fascist organization who has been conducting an elaborate experiment in Gujarat”.
She compared Narendra Modi with “Hitler”. She also made character assassination of Attal Behari Bajpai. At a T.V.
interview she gave at Istambul, she made a comment: “Vajpayee said recently ‘Wherever Muslims are they do not
want to live peacefully’ with view to deliberately whip up the passion of Islamic Jihadists.

It is quite strange that when the highly researched book “Narendra Modi: A Political Biography” by Andy
Marino, a Western Christian scholar, containing incontrovertible documentary evidences, it was established that
“Narendra Modi wanted to quit as C.M., saying: It was unfair on the people of the State”, and that “No court has
come even close to establishing his complicity in the violence” was published, Arundhati Roy maintained a total
silence when confronted by a Reporter of the Indian media.

However, on the contrary, when a book titled: “Hinduism- An Alternative History” by a Christian fundamentalist
woman from Italy (Doniger), containing totally false and fabricated material stemming from the figment of imagination
of the author was recalled by its publisher, Penguin, Roy made a hue and cry and carried on scathing attacks at the
publisher and characterized their decision to recall the book as “succumbing to the threats of Hindu fascist forces of
India”. It is probably on account of this double standard of promoting Christianity in India that Roy was featured in
the 2014 list of Time 100- as “the 100 most influential people in the world”.

It is in the aforesaid realities prevailing in India where the so-called “Intellectuals” turning against India and
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relentlessly working towards anarchy and disintegration of the country that the selfless, sincere and outstanding
works for the unity and integrity of the country carried on abroad by the patriotic members of the Indian American
Intellectuals Forum are indeed to be commended, encouraged and rewarded.

I have a special reason to appreciate these untiring efforts of the nationalist Indians settled in the USA. Hindu
Voice had carried a series of my article titled: “The Firebrand Feminism and the Downfall of Hindu Marriage from the
Status of Vedic Institution to animalized Union” commencing from its August 2013 Edition and ending by its March
2014 Edition. The article was based on the promulgation of The Domestic Violence Act by the UPA Govt. at the
behest of the uneducated Italian Christian woman on payment of US$1,40,000/- by the Western Christian women
manning UNIFEM to Indira Jaising, the communist-atheist-feminist-fundamentalist of India, and its harmful effect
upon the Hindu society. As the articles carried my E-mail ID and Mobile Nos., it was a memorable experience for me
that I received scores of congratulatory E-mails and Mobiles calls from the USA-based NRIs from which I realized
about the immense popularity enjoyed by Hindu Voice amongst the NRIs.

In conclusion, I would say that the credit for the spectacular success of Narendra Modi should largely go to
these unsung heroes of USA who came together under the umbrella of Indian American Intellectuals Forum held by
a dynamic Indian, called “Narain Kataria”. My hats off to him. He was able to awaken the sleeping Hindus of India
and was instrumental to give a befitting reply to the characters like Mani Shankar Aiyar by converting adversaries
into victory. Aiyar lost his deposit and had to bite dust which were much more than a tempest in his teapot. The poor
Aiyar did not get even a cup of tea and he was made to satisfy himself with NaMo’s spit.

RSS man will head historical research body
H.Balakrishnan, Chennai

On Jul 3, 2014, Times of India reported “RSS man will head historical research body”. The report
read: "Yellapragada Sudershan Rao, the new chairperson of Indian Council of Historical Research, is an
active member of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh's Akhil Bharatiya Itihas Sankalan Yojana and heads its
Andhra Pradesh chapter. He is currently involved in a project that would fix the date of Mahabharata war".

So what ?
Didn't the Marxist 'Eminent Historians' control for decades the ICHR? The NCERT?
Please read what Arun Shourie exposes in his brilliant - " Eminent Historians : Their Technology ,

Their Line, Their FRAUD ". Our children were taught the WRONG HISTORY of our Nation, and NO
PRIDE has been instilled in them with respect to our civilisational ethos.

One 'Padma Bhushan' Eminence in an NCERT textbook related the CHANTING OF THE VEDIC
MANTRAS AT THE 'VEDA PATASHALAS' AS AKIN TO THE 'CROAKING OF FROGS AT THE APPROACH
OF RAINS' !! Never mind the FACT that UNESCO has placed the chanting of the 'VEDIC MANTRAS' AS
A PART OF WORLD HERITAGE !!

Anyone reading Arun Shourie's "The Only Fatherland" will have nothing but contempt for the 'COMMIES'.
No tears need be shed if these QUISLINGS are ousted from the public sphere in India.

It will be India's 'SECOND INDEPENDENCE'.

China bans Ramadan fast in Muslim northwest
Beijing, July 04, 2014: Students and civil servants

in China's Muslim northwest, where Beijing is enforcing
a security crackdown following deadly unrest, have
been ordered to avoid taking part in traditional fasting
during the Islamic holy month of Ramadan.

Statements posted in the past several days on
websites of schools, government agencies and local
party organizations in the Xinjiang region said the
ban was aimed at protecting students' wellbeing and
preventing use of schools and government offices
to promote religion. Statements on the websites of
local party organizations said members of the officially
atheist ruling party also should avoid fasting.

"No teacher can participate in religious activities,
instill religious thoughts in students or coerce students into religious activities," said a statement on the
website of the No. 3 Grade School in Ruoqiang County in Xinjiang.

But in India ....
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Similar bans have been imposed in the past on fasting for Ramadan, which began at sundown
Saturday. But this year is unusually sensitive because Xinjiang is under tight security following attacks
that the government blames on Muslim extremists with foreign terrorist ties.

Violence has escalated in recent years in Xinjiang. The ruling party blames violent extremists that it
says want independence, while members of the region's Uighur ethnic group complain that discrimination
and restrictions on religion, such as a ban on taking children to mosques, are fueling anger at the ethnic
Han Chinese majority.

An attack on May 22 in the regional capital of Urumqi by four people who threw bombs in a vegetable
market killed 43 people, including the attackers. On June 22, police in Kashgar in the far west said they
killed 13 assailants who drove into a police building and set off explosives, injuring three officers. Authorities
have blamed two other attacks at train stations in Urumqi and in China's southwest on Muslim extremists.

The government responded with a crackdown that resulted in more than 380 arrests in one month
and public rallies to announce sentences.

The ruling party is wary of religious activities it worries might serve as a rallying point for opposition to
one-party rule. Controls on worship are especially sensitive in Xinjiang and in neighboring Tibet, where
religious faith plays a large role in local cultures.

On Tuesday, authorities in some communities in Xinjiang held celebrations of the anniversary of the
founding of the Communist Party and served food to test whether Muslim guests were fasting, according
to Dilxat Raxit, spokesman in Germany for the rights group World Uyghur Congress.

"This will lead to more conflicts if China uses coercive measures to rule and to challenge Uighur
beliefs," said Dilxat Raxit in an email.

The ruling party says religion and education should be kept separate and students should not be
subject to religious influences. That rule is rarely enforced for children of Han Chinese, who, if they have
a religion, are mostly Buddhist, Daoist or Christian.

"Students shall not participate in religious activities; they shall not study scripts or read poems at
script and choir classes; they shall not wear any religious emblems; and no parent or others can force
students to have religious beliefs or partake in religious activities," said the statement on the website of
the grade school in Ruoqiang County.

A news portal run by the government of Yili in the northern reaches of Xinjiang said fasting is detrimental
to the physical wellbeing of young students, who should eat regularly.

In the city of Bole, retired teachers from the Wutubulage Middle School were called in to stand guard
at mosques and prevent students from entering, according to a statement on the municipal party committee
website.

Also in Bole, the Bozhou University of Radio and Television said on its website it held a meeting with
working and retired minority teachers on the first day of the Ramadan to remind them of the fasting ban.

The forestry bureau in Xinjiang's Zhaosu county held an event the day before Ramadan at which
party cadres signed a pledge they and their relatives would "firmly resist fasting," according to a statement
on the website of the local party committee.

The Moyu Weather Bureau in the Hotan area said on its website that Muslim employees, both active
and retired, were required to sign a letter promising not to fast.

The commercial bureau for Turpan, an oasis town in the Taklamakan Desert, said in a statement
that civil servants are "strictly forbidden" to fast or perform the Salat prayer ritual in a mosque.

Letter to CJI
From Col SS Rajan, (Mobile: 9449043770)

02 July 2014
Respected Justice RM Lodha, Hon'ble Chief Justice of India

1.  TV News channels across the Country are screaming
that you are upset / shocked / stunned that the Govt dropped
Gopal Subramanaian without consulting you; and thus transgressed
the independence of the judiciary; which, to you as the CJI of
India is unacceptable; and for which you are willing to resign. You
having said so, I, Colonel SS Rajan, a free citizen of Bharathvarsh

call upon you to resign immediately to uphold the Honour of the Supreme Court and the dignity of the
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office of CJI.
2. Shri MN Buch, IAS, a former civil servant, Chairman, National Centre for Human Settlements and

Environment, Bhopal; E-mail: <buchnchse@yahoo.com>  in his article titled, ‘Power of Judiciary Intact’
appearing in The New Indian Express on Wednesday, 2 July 2014, succinctly states, ‘I think it is an unfair
comment by Subramaniam that by denying him appointment to the Supreme Court the government of the
day is attacking the independence of the judiciary. He is such an eminent lawyer that I do not have to draw
his attention to the words of Article 124 of the Constitution, whereby the ultimate power to appoint a judge
of the Supreme Court vests in the President. Consultation with the Chief Justice of India means that the
president may not appoint a judge whose name has not been recommended by the CJI. Conversely, it
does not mean that the President cannot reject a recommendation made by the CJI’. Hence there is no
question that the Govt has either interfered or transgressed the independence of the Judiciary.

3.  Be that it as may, considering the fact that you feel slighted / peeved by the Govt’s action in
dropping Gopal Subramanaian without consulting you; I, Colonel SS Rajan, a free citizen of Bharathvarsh
feel that the right course of action for you, under the existing circumstances, would be to resign immediately.

Muzaffarnagar riots:
Case filed against 10 community leaders

June 24, 2014 : District authorities have filed a case against 10 political and community leaders
including ex Bahujan Samaj Party MP Kadir Rana and former Uttar Pradesh minister Saeeduzama of
Congress for allegedly making inflammatory speeches.

The case was filed on Monday in the court of Chief Judicial Magistrate Garima Choudhry in connection
with the alleged hate speeches made in Khalapar locality of the city on August 30, 2013, by the accused
in defiance of prohibitory orders clamped following tension in Kawal village in the district.

They have been charged with violating prohibitory orders and inciting communal tension by making
inflammatory speeches, the Additional District Magistrate Indermani Tripathi said.

The court has fixed July 1 for further hearing in the case.
The special investigation team probing riots cases has already filed chargesheets against these 10

leaders in various sections of IPC in connection with the alleged hate speeches, Tripathi added.
Apart from Rana, the others chargesheeted were BSP MLA from Charthawal Noor Saleem Rana,

party MLA from Miranpur Maulana Jamil, Congress leader Saeeduzama, his son Salman Saeed, city
board member Asad Zama Ansari, ex-member of the city board Naushad Qureshi, trader Ahsan Qureshi,
Sultan Mushir and Naushad.

The communal violence, which had broken out in September last year in Muzaffarnagar and adjoining
towns, had claimed over 40 lives and rendered above 50,000 people homeless.

VHP’s Open Letter to Aamir Khan
By Ashok Chowgule

From the desk of  Ashok Chowgule, Working President (External), Vishwa Hindu Parishad
June 28, 2014
Dear Aamirji,
Pranam,
We would like to refer to your recent meeting with the prime

minister, Shri Narendra Modi. We trust you recall signing a statement
titled “Text of Citizens’ Statement”, signed by you along with 203
other people in March 2005. Amongst other things, the statement
says “More than 50 national and international agencies of high
credibility with their painstaking investigation had held Mr. Modi
directly responsible for the act of genocide.” The statement also
says that Narendra Modi ji is ‘an organiser of mass murder’ and
one ‘who feels no remorse for his role’.  (emphasis added)

If you still hold on to this view point, we are surprised that you decided to meet a person whom you
have characterized in such vile terms. Don’t you think you have set a bad example to the people, especially
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the young who have shown their keen intention to participate in the well-being of the country? It is, of
course, possible that you have had better information than in March 2005, and that you are today convinced
that the findings of the more than 50 agencies were wrong. The question that now arises is whether you
have apologised to Narendraji for signing the statement. From your twitter comments, we do not read that
you have apologised.

We think that if you did not apologise, and yet met Narendraji, it would breed a huge sense of
cynicism amongst the people. They will start wondering if you are seeking any special favours from the
present government. We are sure you will appreciate that such a feeling will lead to apathy, and people
will start feeling that it would be best to be concerned only one about oneself, because those projected as
role models also behave in such a manner.

We would like to hear from you. Namaste.
Yours sincerely,
Ashok Chowgule

25k Wahabi scholars visted India last year
Vicky Nanjappa

(June 26, 2014) A shocking report by the Intelligence Bureau suggests that last year 25000 Islamic
scholars preaching the extremely ultra conservative form of Wahabi Islam had visited India. The details of
the report pertaining to the year 2013 show that many of them had come in the guise of visitors on a tourist
visa from 20 different countries and had participated in events in 15 states which attracted a crowd of
nearly 12,00,000 people.

Does India need to worry about this? Very much say the experts and security agencies and if one
looks at the report these scholars have managed to visit states such as Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Chattisgarh
the erstwhile Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar, Maharashtra and Jharkhand. The statistics of 2013 would
show a large number of such preachers visiting India, but the fact remains that these persons have been
coming into India in large numbers since the year 2005. There has been a sudden surge in the visit by
these hardcore who preach the harshest form of Islam which today is being practiced by groups such as
the ISIS and the Taliban.

 It is an indirect way to indoctrinate the youth and during their preaching they emphasis on the implementation
of the Sharia law in its worst form. They speak about the importance of this law and also tell the youth that
the only way to save the religion is through the implementation of this law. Surprisingly these sessions had
a lot of takers and the estimated crowd that attended last year was around 12 lakh.

 The preachers who landed in India were mainly from Saudi Arabia where a good number of people
subscribe to this ultra conservative form of Islam. Most of these preachers who came to India on a tourist
visa move around in the hardcore Tablighi Jamaats who arrange for such meetings. These are all very
powerful speakers and unfortunately several youth have been inspired by such talks.

 Intelligence Bureau officials say that apart from the Tablighi Jamaat invitations to such scholars
preaching Wahabi Islam were sent out by other organsations such as the Ahl-e-Hadis and Jamaat Nizamuddin
Markaz.

 If one takes a look at the interrogation report of the Indian Mujahideen operatives, they speak in
great appreciation of the Wahabi form of Islam. Yasin Bhatkal himself during the report said that the idea
is to implement the Sharia law and the IM was formed with this intention in mind.

 Apart from the security threat emerging due to the indoctrination of some of the youth through these
seminars, there is also a chance of hell breaking lose between the Muslim community too. India’s 20 crore
Muslim population today has 80 per cent of them subscribing to the moderate form of Islam. However the
worry is the gradual rise in the number of Muslims subscribing to the Wahabi form of Islam.

 Around 10 years back the number of such Muslims was around 8 to 10 per cent and today it has
gone up to 20. What the security agencies fear is that on one hand some youth especially from hardcore
belts such as Kerala and Bihar get attracted to these foreign preachers. One the other hand there is a
good chance of India becoming a conflict zone such as Iraq between the hardcores and the moderates.
The number of the hardcore is rising and needs to be stopped. For this the scrutiny process of such
scholars visiting India should be enhanced.

 Seminars which they are part of should be looked into carefully and these indoctrination programmes
should be brought under check says the Intelligence Bureau official. Further with the crisis in Iraq gaining
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supporters among the hardcore even in India, we need to watch out and if by any chance the same occurs
in Afghanistan once the West leaves, then India will have a lot of trouble to deal with, the officer also says.

Couple beheaded in public over love marriage
Pakistan, July 04, 2014: A couple was beheaded in cold blood by the family of the girl over love

marriage in Satrah village of Daska tehsil the other day.
According to the FIR lodged with Satrah police station, Sajjad Ahmed, 27, of village Hasanabad,

Sialkot, had contracted a love marriage with Muafia Bibi, 23, of Satrah on June 18.
On Friday, seven members of Muafia’s family,

including her father Dilshad alias Kulla, uncle Ghulam
Husain, Shamshad, Afzaal Husain and Bashiran
Bibi, stormed into house of the newly-weds in
Hasanabad, bundled them into a van and took
them to an outhouse at Satrah.

The suspects tied up the legs and arms of
Sajjad and Muafia and cut off their heads with
choppers in public but nobody dared stop them,
the FIR said. The suspects fled from the village
after the incident.

Sajjad’s family said the couple had come into
contact several months ago and wanted to get
married but Muafia’s parents didn’t agree to her marriage with Sajjad which led to their love marriage.
They said the couple was issued threats by the girl’s family.

Police handed over the bodies to Sajjad’s family after autopsy at Daska Civil Hospital. They were laid
to rest amid police security. Police claim that they have arrested the accused.

Translation of Bhagavad Gita into Urdu
Lucknow, June 28, 2014:  A noted Urdu poet and author, who has translated the 700 verses of

Shrimad Bhagwad Gita into over 1700 Urdu couplets says, the sacred scripture is the biggest literature on
worldly education in the country.

Anwar Jalalpuri's book not only translates 'shlokas' (verses) in chaste Urdu 'shers' (couplets), but
also comes across as an effort to recapture the essence of the sacred text.

"The book is an effort to present the messages of worldly education of Lord Krishna in its spirit
through simple Urdu couplets before the people," the author-poet said.

Jalalpuri said as part of an effort to spread the spiritual messages in 701 verses of Gita to the
readers, these have been presented in the form of 1761 couplets in his book.

Referring to a Urdu couplet of shloka rendered by Lord Krishna to remove Arjun's hesitation in
raising arms against his cousins and relatives, Jalalpuri said that probably Bhagwad Gita is the biggest
scripture on worldly education in India.

"It preaches people not to leave the world, but to make it more beautiful and worthy through duty and
talks about connecting the soul with the supreme power or God." he said.

Jalalpuri said his objective is to take the preachings of Gita to Urdu language readers and Muslims,
who consider it as a pious scripture, but are totally unaware about what it says.

The book is published in Devnagari as well as in Persian script as both Hindus and Muslims have
knowledge of the Urdu language.

"From this more and more people will be able to take advantage of the messages and preachings of
Gita," he said, adding his objective is that people of both the communities should make some effort to
know each other better.

Jalalpuri said he is deeply connected with the writings and incidents mentioned in the scripture.
"After resigning from the post of chairman of Uttar Pradesh Madarsa Board in 2008 I got free time

during which I completed my passion (of working on the Gita)," he said.
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George : A Christian Missionary?
 S. Kasi Velu (kasivelu@yahoo.com)

I am reading George’s column regularly in the TNIE. In every article of him I could find some thing or
other  to promote his religion. I consider it as immoral for a person of his stature to introduce something to
promote religion in the print media where he happens to work.

 In the article entitled "why this haste for Politics that can wait?----" in TNIE dated 29th, he has
advocated indirectly the use of Roman scripts to solve the language problem in our country, which the
Christian Missionaries are exactly doing in Nagaland and Mizioram with great success to fuel divisiveness
in India. Now he wants to adopt the same technique all over India. I am watching with great amazement
the activities of the Christians in India who always try to promote their religion in every action of them. I
consider it as harmful to the religion of theirs itself since it creates opposite reaction as proved in the
recent election. If the Christians including George do not understand it, it is not the fault of Hindus.

 Sheila Dikshit and her 31 air conditioners
Mrityunjay Kumar (www.niticentral.com)

4 Jul 2014 : The power crisis in Delhi was a pressing issue when Sheila Dikshit was the Chief Minister. She
had launched a ‘save power’ drive. Appealing people to practice austerity, the Chief Minister had asked Delhiites to
reduce electricity consumption.

However, replying to an RTI application filed by activist Subhash Chandra Agrawal, authorities have said that
she, during her stint as CM had got 31 air conditioners and 15 desert coolers installed at her official residence — 3
Motilal Nehru.

Moreover, for winters, 25 heaters were installed in all corners of her official residence to keep her house warm.
Besides, there were 12 geysers of 50-litre and 25-litre capacity fixed for warm water.

FirstPost quotes Agrawal as saying, “Consumption of electricity and expenses on such a large fleet of electrical
equipment can be well imagined that too at a time when austerity-drive was
there in existence with shortage of electricity for commoners having been a
common phenomenon. Our elected representatives should be role-model citizens
adopting austerity in their personal lives especially when it is at cost of tax-
payers’ money. Enquiry should also be made if former Delhi Chief Minister
was entitled for such princely facilities, and necessary action may be taken
against concerned ones responsible for allowing expenses more than the permissible
limit.”

Sheila Dikshit led Congress to victory in three consecutive Assembly
polls since 1998 and she stayed in power in Delhi for one-and-a-half decade. The RTI detail exposes the double
standards of a politician who expected austerity from people and led a regal life herself. With all these comforts, she
spent a decade at the sprawling bungalow (spread across three acres) at 3 Motilal Nehru Marg.

Sheila Dikshit enjoyed all these facilities at the cost of public money. It is interesting to note that she had forced
the concerned Government departments to bear the expenses for installing this equipment and she also did not
paid electricity bills.

The RTI reply exposes the former Chief Minister’s double standards. Clearly Dikshit was not concerned about
the people’s grievances and her motive to join politics had nothing to do with the welfare of the electors as she
enjoyed all these facilities when Delhi was sweating it out.

Her case is an eye opener for the electorate of Delhi who voted a person with thumping majority to power for
three consecutive terms but in turn she played ducks and drakes with tax-payers’ money.

Resolutions passed in the third all-India Hindu
Convention in Goa (20-26 June, 2014).

Panaji, 28  June 2014:  Bharat and Nepal are self-materialised Hindu Nations. Every sect has a Nation that it
calls its own. However, Hindus do not have a single Nation which they can call as their own. And hence, the Third All
India Hindu Convention passed resolutions for the establishment of the Hindu Nation in Bharat and Nepal besides
resolutions for a complete ban on Cow-slaughter, stopping insurgence from Bangladesh and finalisation of the
policy for the protection of the Hindus world over.

This information was given by the National Guide of Hindu Janjagruti Samiti H.H. Dr Charudatta Pingale
during the press conference held here today. The conference was also attended by Prof. Madhav Bhattarai, the
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‘Rajguru’ of Nepal and President of the Rashtriya Dharmasabha. Four hundred representatives of over 125 Hindu
organisations from 20 States in Bharat as well as representatives from Bangladesh and Nepal participated in the
Convention.

As per the ‘Common action Programme’ finalised during the Convention, it has been decided to organise 80
regional Conventions across 20 States and ‘Public Hindu Dharmajagruti Sabhas’ at 100 venues. H.H. Dr Pingale
also informed that a decision has been taken during the Convention
to work unitedly for providing assistance during the natural and
man-induced calamities, and to implement a programme of ‘Self-
defence training classes’ for strengthening of the Hindus.

Mr Ramesh Shinde, National Spokesperson of Hindu Janajagruti
Samiti informed that the Convention also passed the resolutions
as given ahead. The BJP Government, which assumed power
in the Centre recently should legislate Acts –

1. Act banning cow-slaughter throughout the country,
2. Common Civil Code giving equal rights to all citizens in

the country according to the judgement passed by the Supreme
Court and

3. Act banning religious conversion in order to preserve Hindu race.
The demands raised in the Convention include
1. Act to be legislated for deporting 5 crore Bangladeshi intruders in Bharat.
2. Enact the bill to grant citizenship to Hindus displaced from Bangladesh and Pakistan.
3. Awarding stringent punishment to those sheltering and providing help to intruders from Bangladesh. Mr Anil

Dhir, National Secretary-General of Bharat Raksha Manch said that Hindu organisations have decided on the
programme to implement a crash campaign to deport Bangladeshi intruders on the basis of prevalent Acts. Mr
Virendra Ichalkaranjikar, President of Hindu Vidhidnya Parishad informed that the Hindu Vidhidnya Parishad will be
providing legal assistance and legal guidance for the programmes to be undertaken in the interest of the Nation and
Dharma to devout Hindu organisations in 9 States.


